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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



1. OBJECTIVE OF STUDY

The purpose of the study was to assess the technical
feasibility and economic benefits and/or drawbacks of the
development and implementation of propulsion plant standards.
Emphasis was placed on reducing shipbuilding costs and
delivery time in the United States by defining standards
which could be useful to the marine industry.

2. DEFINITION OF STANDARDS AND AND APPROACH TO THE STUDY

An evaluation was made of the performance, operating,
interface, packaging, installation and software requirements
of the propulsion plants projected to be contracted to
American shipyards during the next decade. Typical systems
and equipment components were considered. Those system or
equipment parameters suitable for inclusion in a standards

 development program were selected based on technical
feasibility, economic potential, and industry acceptance.

Four groups of standards were defined. Essentially,
these groups reflect the extent to which the propulsion
system is covered by standards:

Group I -

Group II -

Group III -

Group IV -

Total Propulsion Plant Standards
carried to the level of detail
represented by sized system diagrams. 

Module Standards, which define
performance sizes and interfaces for
system modules.

Envelope Standards, which define
equipment performance, installation
size, and interfaces independent
vendor source.

Individual Equipment/Component
Standards which have three steps
(or degrees of coverage).

- Technical data standards
Procurement standards

- Hardware standards

3. ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS

Evaluation of the economic benefits and industry
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acceptance of the four standard groups showed that the
Total Propulsion Plant Standards (Group I) offer the greatest
long-term potential. A combination of Technical Data, and
Procurement Standards for Individual Equipment (Group IV,
steps 1 and 2) offer the greatest near-term potential.

A detailed economic analysis was made to develop a
conservative estimate of savings achievable by a shipyard
using a combination of Group I with steps 1 and 2 of
Group IV. This conservative estimate indicated that over
15% of the propulsion plant acquisition and installation
cost could be saved by a shipyard on the first ship in
each series.

4. RECOMMENDED ACTION

Select a specific propulsion plant type and size
likely to be utilized in U. S. built ships. 

Conduct a pilot program to develop one Total
Propulsion Plant Standard and one or more combined
Procurement Standard/Technical Data Standards for
the selected plant.

Apply these standards to a new shipbuilding program
in one or more U. S. shipyards to measure the
ability of standards to reduce propulsion plant
engineering and installation costs.
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FOREWORD

This study was accomplished as part of the Ship
Producibility Program being managed by Bath Iron Works
Corporation. The Ship Producibility Program is part of
the National Shipbuilding Research Program originally
defined by the Production Committee, one of the Society
of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers’ technical and
research committees. The research was funded jointly
by the Maritime Administration and the U. S. Shipbuilding
industry under a cost shared contract. The Propulsion
Plant Standards Feasibility Study was selected as a high
priority task at a conference of shipbuilding management
personnel held at Annapolis, Maryland in 1973. The study
has been done by M. Rosenblatt and Son, Inc., under
subcontract to Bath Iron Works Corporation.

A separate subcontract was awarded to Ingalls
Shipbuilding Division to provide additional economic
evaluation of utilizing propulsion plant standards for a
specific design in an actual shipyard. Some of the results
of this study have been incorporated into this report to
substantiate the results (conclusions relative to the
time savings that could be realized from selective applic-
ation of standards). The complete Ingalls report is
available through Bath Iron Works.

Special acknowledgement is due to the Advisory Council
for their evaluation and important comments. This group
composed of representatives of the marine industry provided
valuable guidance and direction to the entire program.
Their comments were in general incorporated into the final
report.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND 

To help U. S. shipyards meet the challenge of reduced
subsidy rates set forth in the Merchant Marine Act of 1970,
the Maritime Administration initiated a U. S. shipbuilding
Research Program as a joint Industry/Maritime Administration
venture. The Ship Producibility Program, with its overall
objective being to develop technical information which can
be used effectively by U. S. shipyards to reduce the time
and cost of building ships, is a key element of the total
National Shipbuilding Research Program.

This report presents the results of Task S-1, Feasibility
Study of Propulsion Plant Standards, which is one of the

 priority tasks in the Ship Producibility Program. 

The study was conducted by M. Rosenblatt and Son, Inc.
under subcontract from the Bath Iron Works.

was
The duration of the study was about one year. The study
completed in April 1975.

1.2 A STUDY OF STANDARDS IS IMPORTANT AT THIS TIME

This study was undertaken to determine the potential
benefits and problems associated with the application of
propulsion plant standards to shipbuilding in the United
States. The obvious questions which might be asked are,
“what prompted the study and why is it significant at this
time? m

At the Annapolis Ship Producibility Planning Conference
held in 1973, senior personnel from twelve U. S. shipyards
defined potential Ship Producibility tasks which offered
significant economic benefits. The Propulsion Plant
Standards Feasibility Study was among the top priority tasks.

It is also significant to note that many of the major 
Japanese and European shipbuilders have devoted considerable
effort to the development of standards for ship systems and
components. They are enthusiastic about the resultant
benefits which include simplified procurement, lower costs
(both purchase and installation), and shorter design and
building schedules. As the more progressive foreign ship-
builders found significant benefits, it appeared likely
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that the U. S. shipbuilders could do so too. Clearly, the
U. S. shipbuilders could benefit from simplified procurement
methods, lower costs, and shorter building periods if these
results could be achieved at reasonable cost.

The study is most significant at this time because
U. S. shipbuilding is at a critical juncture. The Merchant
Marine Act of 1970 expanded the total market for ships by
making bulk carriers eligible for construction differential
subsidy. At the same time, it put a challenge to U. S.
shipbuilders to lower the cost of their product and increase
their marketing efforts, emphasizing series production of 
ship designs that were engineered for low cost production.
After several years of expanding order books, the world’s
shipyards are now booking few ships. The likely result will
be more competitive pricing, which will affect the U. S.
shipbuilders directly or indirectly. Delivery times are 
critical to both owners and shipbuilders. When a shipowner
sees an opportunity to offer a special service to shippers,
he wants to act quickly and obtain ships as soon as possible.
He must act before the world economic picture changes or
some other shipowner seizes the advantage. Therefore, reduced
shipbuilding times can be very beneficial to shipowners, and
it follows that shorter schedules can be very advantageous
to a shipbuilder in obtaining orders and in achieving more
production from a given facility. In summary, these pressing
reasons led the shipbuilding community and the Maritime
Administration to the conclusion that they should initiate
a study of the potential benefits of applying standards to 
shipbuilding in the United States.

1.3 THE OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of the study was to assess the technical and
economic feasibility of the development, industry-wide
acceptance, and implementation of propulsion plant standards
from the viewpoint of reducing the cost and time of ship-
building in the United States. The study was to answer the
question, “Can standards for propulsion plants benefit the
shipbuilding industry?” A further objective of the study
was to determine the type and level of standards appropriate
for systems and subsystems of a propulsion plant and then
to consolidate the standards into logical groups. Standards
for both the software and hardware of propulsion plants were
to be considered, and skeleton formats were to be prepared
for the proposed standards. Once the technical feasibility
was evaluated, the standards were to be submitted to a
comprehensive economic analysis. The economic analysis was
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to give equal consideration to dollar savings and time
savings in the design, procurement, and installation of
machinery.

The overall objective of the study was to conclude
whether the shipbuilding industry should pursue development
of standards for propulsion plants. If an affirmative
conclusion resulted then the study team was required to
recommend a plan for the initiation of the standards devel-
opment program.

The scope of work was set by limiting the study to the
propulsion machinery for those commercial cargo carriers of
10,000 DWT and above likely to be built in the United States
over the next decade.

1.4 THE STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT

Chapter II of this report describes the approach taken
to define and evaluate four groups of standards. The
economic analysis undertaken as part of the evaluation is
described in sufficient detail to demonstrate the validity
of the approach taken. If the reader is not interested in
the definitions or the details of the economic analysis, he
may bypass chapter II and go to chapter III which presents
the principal findings from the evaluation. Chapter IV
summarizes the conclusions and recommendations stemming
from the study.
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II. DEFINITION AND EVALUATION OF STANDARDS

The overall approach was designed to uncover industry-
wide problems related to the acquisition and installation of
propulsion plants, which might benefit from the application
of standards. The investigators had extensive interviews
with shipowners, shipbuilders, and machinery manufacturers.
The project team also received valuable advice from the
Project Advisory Council which was formed to make periodic
review of the project. The council members were a rich
reservoir of experience in standardization and ideas on the
future application of standards.

The study consisted of three primary tasks:

A forecast of shipbuilding and related
propulsion system requirements for the
next ten years.

Selection and definition of candidate
standards.

Evaluation of the potential benefits of
applying the several candidate standards
to propulsion machinery.

2.1 SHIPBUILDING LEVELS FOR THE DECADE WERE FORECAST
AS A BASIS FOR THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF STANDARDS
APPLICATION

2.1.1 Objective of the Forecasting Task

The commercial shipbuilding forecast was the
initial task of the Propulsion Plant Standards
Feasibility Study. It established the approximate
number of the various propulsion plants required
for the next ten years and therefore provided the
basis for selecting candidate Propulsion Plant
Standards offering the greatest potential for cost-
effectiveness. It also provided a basis for broad
estimates of the total potential savings from the
selective application of Propulsion Plant Standards.

The forecast consists of estimates by type
and size of the ships 10,000 DWT or larger, likely
to be ordered from U. S. shipyards between 1975 and
1985, with an estimate of total U. S. shipbuilding
extended to 1990.
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2.1.2 FORECAST DERIVATION METHOD

The baseline data for the forecast was
derived from the report of the Commission on
American Shipbuilding and consists of projected
foreign trade and domestic trade ships. Modifiers
from the Commission’s report were then applied to
this baseline data for foreign trade ships to
obtain the final forecast. These modifiers were
the probable impact of a program to assist ship-
builders to reduce costs and legislation diverting
a share of U. S. petroleum imports to U. S. ships.
For the domestic trade ships, three other forecasts
were used as modifiers to assess the effect of the
Trans-Alaskan Pipeline (TAPS). In addition, the
baseline data was adjusted to reflect the direction
indicated by types and numbers of ships ordered in
the last five years, and shipowners were canvassed
to obtain their probable future requirements. LPG
and LNG ship forecasts were based on the Maritime
Transport Research report (March ’73 & ’74) 
entitled, “Merchant Ship Demand to 1980”. The
forecast for the LNG ships was further modified by
several other published forecasts.*

2.1.3 Forecast Results

Approximately 350 U. S. built ships are pro-
jected for the period 1976 through 1985. There are
a number of economic and political factors which
could raise or lower this level, but it provided a
sufficiently valid base for estimating the approx-
imate number of power plants that will be required.
The projected ships would require about 185 steam
turbine propulsion plants of varying steam cycles,
approximately 110 gas turbine propulsion plants of
heavy-duty and/or aircraft derivative types, and
some 75 diesel propulsion plants, composed of single
or multiple medium-speed diesel engines. (For
details of the forecast, see Appendix “A”.)

The steam turbine, gas turbine, and the
medium-speed diesel propulsion plants were each
technically analyzed by developing a work breakdown
structure showing equipment comprising the plant at
the total package, major systems, major equipment/
subsystems, and equipment/component levels.

* See Bibliography
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2.2 FOUR GROUPS OF STANDARDS WERE DEFINED

The performance, operating, interface, packaging and
software requirements for each system, subsystem, or equip-
ment were considered individually, and the parameters suit.
able for inclusion in a standards development program were
established on the basis of technical feasibility, economic
potential, and industry acceptance.

The systems and equipments which lent themselves to
being included in the standards program were listed in
matrices together with the standard parameters. A careful
review of these matrices showed that the same parameters
appeared at various levels of detail. Consequently, the
common parameters were combined within the functions of the
standards candidates to which they belonged, and four groups
of standards resulted. The title of each group indicates

 how much of the propulsion system is covered by the standard.

The four groups are as follows:

Group I -

Group II -

Group III -

Group IV -

It was concluded that
within the fourth group:

Total Propulsion Plant
Standards

System/Equipment Module
Standards

Equipment Envelope
Standards

Individual Equipment/
Component Standards

three steps should be considered

Data Standards

• Procurement Standards

“ Hardware Standards

The definitions and objectives of the four groups are
contained in the following paragraphs.

Group I - Total Propulsion Plant Standards

The Group I Standards are documents that contain the
technical information (in standard format) necessary to define
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and describe machinery which collectively forms a propulsion
plant for a specific horsepower and a fraction above and
below that power level. The definition covers the perform-
ance and type, description, and operating characteristics of
the propulsion system including its principal subsystems.

For example, the system definition is carried to the
level of equipment capacity and sized system piping diagrams
for each power plant. The powers contemplated are shown in
Appendix A, Tables 2, 4, and 5.

The objectives of Group I Standards are to achieve a
systematic, consistent approach to power plant design, which
would lead to reduced contract and detail design costs and
shortened shipbuilding schedules.

Group II - Equipment/System Module Standards

Group II Standards are documents which contain the
technical data and information required to define and
describe complete subsystems or groups of equipment that are
mounted on a common base, such as Fuel Oil Service System
Module. The Group II Standard includes performance, type,
description, and operating characteristics of the module.
These standards also prescribe size and location of inter-
faces plus critical dimensions and weights for a given module.

The objectives of Group II Standards are to achieve
reduced installation time and costs, as well as reduced test
and checkout time. The modules permit a group interchange-.
ability of equipment without imposing dimensional constraints
on individual equipment.

Group III - Equipment Envelope Standards

Group III Standards are documents containing the tech-
nical data and information required to define and describe
the performance and interface characteristics of equipment
such as main boilers so that equipment of like characteristics
from different vendors may be used interchangeably. These
standards consist of imaginary envelopes which surround the
equipment in question. This concept limits overall size and
weight of the envelope and determines interface and installa-
tion requirement sizes and locations for that particular
equipment independent of vendor source. These standards will
be such that all eligible vendors will be able to meet the
requirements of the standard by using a sub-base and adding
interconnections between an item of equipment and its various
interfaces.
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The objective of this standard is to achieve the ship-
yard benefits of Hardware Standards without imposing the
constraints on manufacturers that would be necessary for
Hardware Standards (defined below).

Group IV - Individual Equipment/Component Standards

Group IV Standards are documents which contain the
technical data and information required to define and describe
individual equipment or components such as a main condensate
pump. This group is subdivided into three distinct types
of standards which may be considered as steps of a phased
approach to the ultimate Hardware, or equipment, Standard.

The Data Standard is a document which contains technical
reformation (in standard format) pertaining to vendor
equipment required for propulsion machinery. The techni-
cal information included is that which is necessary for
ship designers to perform propulsion plant designs at
any level (preliminary design, contract design or detail 
design), without requiring additional information (such
as contract drawings and specifications) from vendors.

The major objective of this standard is to provide the
designer with certified equipment design data at the
time the contract design is started. This eliminates
the time-consuming process of obtaining owner and
regulatory body comments and/or approvals of vendor
plans and specifications before release for manufacture.
The second objective is to eliminate the design changes
usually incurred by the continuous updating of vendor
data during a normal ship design cycle.

The Procurement Standard is a document containing the
information required to purchase ship propulsion equip-
ment from vendors. This document contains both the
technical documentation and the legal documentation. The
legal portion of this document contains the terms and
conditions. The technical portion contains the data
prescribed by a Data Standard.

The principal objective of this type of standard is to
reduce the cost and schedule time of ship design tasks,
procurement, and delays in installation of the equipment.

The Hardware Standard
technical information

is a document containing the
necessary to define and describe
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hardware which would be interchangeable from any vendor.
Interchangeable, in this standard, means like equipment
of a given capacity will have identical--within specified
limits--performance characteristics, interface dimensions,
size limitations, weight, mounting dimensions, and

 compatibility of materials.

The several objectives of this standard include those
of the Data Standard in that basic data would be avail-
able in a timely order. In addition, use of this stan-
dard would facilitate interchangeability with the added
benefit of buying components from several vendors with-
out design changes and reducing operational maintenance
costs.

2.3 AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS WAS MADE OF THE PROBABLE
RESULTS OF APPLYING SEVERAL TYPES OF STANDARDS.

A methodology was developed and followed throughout the
process of analyzing the economics of standards. Basically,
it involved estimating the labor, material and schedule time
reductions that should be realized from implementation of
standards. The main objective in developing this methodol-
ogy was to provide uniformity and simplicity in cost calcu-
lations and to insure a universal method of predicting
available cost reductions when standards are utilized. The
analyses were planned and performed in such a manner that
they would not be dependent upon the procedures of any one
shipyard, owner, manufacturer or designer. Furthermore, they
were designed so that they could be readily used by any 
interested party through selective modification of certain
variables to suit the operations of a specific shipyard.

2.3.1 Description of the Assumptions, Criteria
and Approach

The following general assumptions were made for use
throughout the analyses in order to insure conservative
estimates of labor dollar savings:

Constant July 1974 dollars were used for labor
and material costs; costs were not escalated
beyond July 1974.

All direct yard labor man-hours were valued at
$4.80 plus 25%
$6.00 per hour
shipyard labor

for fringe benefits which totaled
based on a review of major U. S.
and fringe rates as of July 1974.
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•   All indirect yard labor man-hours were also
valued at $6.00 per hour, including fringe
benefits.

● All engineering and management services were
valued at $9.00 per hour, again including fringe
benefits.

In addition to these assumptions, and for use
and guidance in performing the total cost calculations,
the following criteria were established:

●

●

�

●

Analyses were limited to items associated with a
shipyard’s designing, installing, checkout,
and testing of the main propulsion plant and
ancillary equipment.

Numerical values for direct labor man-hours
and schedule times used in the analyses were
either estimated or based on engineering time
data, work sampling, or historical data when
available.

Only real savings were considered; i.e., those
which have a high probability of being achieved
by appropriate management action.

Overtime premium was not included in the cost
analyses.

Semi-variable and fixed cost portions of
overhead as normally applied to labor hours
were not included in the analysis of labor
savings.

Cost savings resulting from shorter building
schedules were estimated based on an analysis
of direct costs such as guards, insurance,
supervision, utilities, and on-going fixed costs
of depreciation and taxes associated with the
shipyard facilities which are not tied up by
the ship when it is completed earlier due to
the use of standards.

Applying these guidelines, a sequence of operations
was used in performing the individual cost analyses for
each group of standards. These steps are outlined as
follows:



The first step was to describe the current
approach used by most major U. S. shipyards
to design procurement and installation of a
propulsion system. Then a description was
prepared for the approach which could be
expected from application of a given type (group)
of standard, i.e., standards approach. This
was done for each of the candidate standards defined
in Section 2.2.

A cost breakdown was made for each approach, and
cost items were subdivided to a level of detail 
required for significant cost resolution.

Analyses were performed for each cost item to
determine the direct labor and material costs
and schedule times required to perform the work.
described therein.

Total direct labor man-hours and material costs
required for each candidate standard were
determined.

The potential economic benetits of using a
specific group standard was determined by
comparing the estimated costs that would result
from the use of that standard with the cost
that would be experienced under the present
method.

The results from the individual cost analyses thus
performed were used in evaluating the comparative merits
of various groups of standards. After reviewing these
results and considering the advantages and disadvantages
of each group of standards, they were presented to the
Project Advisory Council. Their discussions, comments
and criticism were carefully evaluated, and as a result
modifications were made to the analyses.

It was then necessary to estimate the total labor
savings available for specific propulsion plant applic-
ations. This in turn necessitated the development of a
method of generalization. The objective of the method
was to predict the probable savings through utilization
of standards on any component of the propulsion plant
by comparing it with one of the components for which a
detailed economic analysis had already been accomplished.
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Briefly, the method of generalization can be
described as follows:

●

●

●

●

●

●

The potential contribution of each of the analyzed
standards to the overall savings was estimated
based on the size and complexity of the component.

The component, for which a “generalized” estimate
was to be prepared, was identified as nearly
similar to one of the standards candidates which
had been analyzed.

A “size rating”
assigned to the
compared to the
standard.

The size rating

and a “complexity rating” were
component to be estimated as
similar previously “analyzed”

for the component was multiplied
by the size contribution for the similar analyzed
standard to obtain the probable percentage cost
reduction based on the component’s size.

The same procedure was followed to obtain the
probable percentage cost reduction based on the
component’s complexity.

The two percentages were added to determine the
overall percentage cost reduction for the
component as compared to a similar standard which
had been analyzed.

In order to determine the estimated total
savings for a component, the calculated percentage
reduction was multiplied by the total savings for
the similar analyzed standard.

2.3.2 The Cost Impact of Representative Standards

Cost analyses were performed on seventeen represent-
ative standard candidates. One analysis for each of
Groups I, II, and III and one for each of three types
of standards within Group IV, as being typical of the
study, are summarized in the following paragraphs.

Analysis of Grou

The 24,000 to 26,000 SHP Steam Turbine Propulsion Plant
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was chosen as
Standards.

For the Total
the "existing

The design
available.

the example for evaluation of Group I

Propulsion Plant Standards (Group I),
approach” was defined as follows:

of the propulsion plant is not

Starting with the owner’s requirements, a complete
preliminary design and contract design are
developed following normal procedures.

Detail design is developed after contract award.

The definition of the “Standards Approach" was estab-
lished as follows:

A formal Total Propulsion Plant Standard for the
power and type of propulsion plant in question is
available to the shipyard and the designer.

For the power range in question, the standard heat
balances and sized system diagrams contained in the
formal document will be usable with little or no
modifications.

On the basis of these definitions, the costs for the
development of complete contract and detail designs for
the subject total plant were broken down to the level 
of detail necessary for comparison. Table II-1,
page II-11, summarizes the cost elements used in the
steam plant analyses for the contract design phase.
Table II-2, page 11-12, lists the cost elements for the
detail design phase.
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The combined overall savings obtainable through utiliza-
tion of a total plant standard for the 26,000 SHP steam
plant are approximately as follows:

Contract Design: 5500 Man-hour
$50,000 and 4

Detail Design: 8000 Man-hour
$72,000 and 4

Total Savings (direct costs)

reduction =
months in schedule

reduction =
months in schedule

$122,000

Analysis of Group II (Equipment/System Module) Standards
Using A Fuel Oil Service System Module as a Sample

The existing approach for Group II equipment was defined
as a non-standard module being assembled and installed
on board ship by the shipyard. The standards approach
called for the shipyard to use the module design depicted
in the standard, assembling it in the shop and then
installing the module on the ship.

The cost breakdown for the Fuel Oil Service System
Module is as shown in the analysis form, Table II-3,
page II-15. It can be seen that the estimated total
costs for the existing approach is $26,600 as compared
to $15,900 for the standards approach. Thus direct
savings of about $10,700 are possible by utilizing a
Group II standard for the Fuel oil Service System Module.
This same form and approach was used in analyzing other
Group II standards.

Analysis of Group III (Equipment/Envelope) Standards
Using a Main Boiler Envelope as a Sample

It was assumed that in the existing approach, the
equipment would be purchased by a shipyard through its
normal procurement procedures. It would be stored with-
in the shipyard. The shipyard would fabricate and
install the foundation. All mechanical, electrical and
other external connections would be made after the
equipment was installed on board. With the standards
approach, it was assumed that the equipment would already
be in an “envelope” when delivered to the shipyard. The
unit would come complete with its base and external
connections to the interface points on the envelope
surface.
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The breakdown of cost items on this basis is shown on
Table II-4, page II-16. As can be seen from the table,
the total costs for the main boiler in the existing
approach is $38,300 compared to $28,600 for the standards
approach. Thus savings attainable in direct costs are
approximately $9,700.
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Analysis of Group IV (Individual Equipment/Component)
Standards Using A Main Condensate PumP As An Example

An analysis was performed for each of the steps in the
Group IV Standards. For the existing approach, it was
assumed that the shipyards would go through the normal
procedures for obtaining the equipment and installing it.
For the standards approach, it was assumed that the
information in the standards as described in Appendix
"B" of this report is available at the start of the
design. Tables II-5, II-6, and II-7 show the results of
these analyses. The savings are summarized as follows:

Potential Savings Using Main Condensate Pump Group IV
Standards

Data Procurement Hardware

Man-Hours 290 570 1,260

cost $2,600 $5,100 $10,900

2.3.3 Synthesis of Single Ship and Other Ship
Savings

Components of the 24,000 to 26,000 SHP Steam Plant

The 24,000 to 26,000 SHP Steam Turbine Propulsion
Plant was chosen for presentation of the synthesis
of savings available in a single ship application.
It was assumed that procurement type standards for
all major equipment, except reduction gear and
automation systems, were available and utilized.

Combined Savings for Group IV Procurement Standards

The total savings which could be obtained with such
an application were investigated using the approach
described in Section 2.3.1. As summarized in Table
II-8, page II-21, if procurement type Group IV
Standards were utilized for all major components of
a 26,000 SHP steam plant, a labor cost savings of
about $136,000 could be expected.
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Integrated Labor Savings for a Single Ship

If Group I, Total Plant Standards, were implemented
and utilized along with the Group IV, Procurement
Standards, the resultant labor savings would be as
follows:

From Group I Standards (page II-13) $122,000

From Group IV Procurement Standards
(page II-17) $136,000 

Total From Group I & IV
Procurement $258,000

These are conservative estimates of savings because
as explained in section 2.3.1, the study purposely takes
credit only for out-of-pocket direct labor costs of
wages and fringe benefits. A well managed shipyard can
make additional savings in indirect costs associated
with reduction in direct man-hours.

Predicted Savings From Shorter Shipbuilding
Schedules

Earlier in this report it was noted that when Group
I Total Plant Standards are utilized they should result
in schedule savings of at least 4 months in both the
contract and detail design phases. The savings applic-
able to detail design would take place during construc-
tion of the ship and could potentially shorten the
delivery period of the vessel. This possibility was
investigated.

Most of the ships currently under construction or
in planning have the engine rooms and accommodations at
the stern. With this concentration of machinery and
accommodations aft, the construction of the aft section
is generally the controlling item in the construction of
a ship. Most shipyards have focused special attention
on approaches to reduce the construction time required
for the stern section. Many yards pre-fabricate large
sections, which may include machinery foundations and
large piping. Those shipyards with large building basins
will often start erection of the stern of a ship in the
basin concurrently with the erection of another ship.
In many ships the erection of the house sections cannot
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proceed until the major machinery items are installed.
Thus installation of the main machinery components is
generally a controlling item.

There are two pre-requisites to installation of
the main machinery. The first is the availability of
the components at the shipyard in a state ready for
installation. This means that the components must be
ordered in time to permit manufacture, delivery, and
local assembly (when required as with boilers). In
order for this to take place, it is necessary that
sufficient information be available from the vendor for
the shipyard to be able to release the component for
manufacture. Study of current ship schedules for steam,
gas turbine, and diesel power plants show that for the
principal components, the time between contract signing
and placement of purchase orders is about 5 months.
The release for manufacture is an additional 6 months
after the purchase order date.

The second pre-requisite to the installation of
the main machinery is the installation of the principal
foundations and piping in the stern section. This in
turn requires availability of steel, piping, and the
detail drawings for the installations. Development of
piping and foundation drawings are constrained by
information on the piping connections, weights, base
shape and bolting locations, plus other features of the
equipment.

To determine the potential schedule savings, an
analysis was made of the current BIW ship schedules.
From these schedules, it was estimated that at least 5
months could be saved in each of these pre-requisites
by the use of Group IV Procurement (and Data) Standards
and Group I Total Propulsion Plant Standards. This
reduction of 5 months in each of the pre-requisites
would offer a potential savings of 5 months in the
construction of the first ship.

To fully realize these savings, other areas of the
shipbuilding process associated with the machinery plant,
such as auxiliary equipment and associated piping?
cargo systems (on tankers), and electrical generating
and distribution systems, will require that appropriate
standards be implemented at the same time. It should
be further realized that these potential savings may
not be fully applicable to all U. S. shipyards as some
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yards are already using (their own) shipbuilding
standards.

This analysis was verified by the results of a
separate study prepared by Ingalls Shipbuilding Division.
This study (prepared under a separate subcontract)
evaluated the economic advantages of utilizing standards
in an existing shipyard for a specific design project.
The design project was a 150,000 ton deadweight tanker
for U. S. flag operation. For one of the areas of the
study, three senior shipbuilders with extensive marine
experience, estimated the potential savings in ship 
schedule time (calendar days) by utilizing Group IV
Procurement (and Data) Standards backed up by Group I
Total Propulsion Plant Standards. The three independent
estimates indicated an average saving of 161 days.

Assuming that a shipyard can produce about four
ships of a class in one year (i.e., one every 3 months),
the 5 month savings would permit 2 months of schedule
savings in the second ship. Analysis of the current
production in U. S. shipyards shows that on an average
there are about four ships being built in a given series.
Thus, there can be at least 7 months of construction
savings per series.

The reasoning was carried one step further and the
savings in tie-up costs, like insurance, security guards,
and power combined with the on-going fixed costs of
depreciation and taxes due to earlier delivery of a 
ship, was estimated at $5,000 to $10,000 per ship per
calendar day.

These estimated savings were based on a comprehen-
sive analysis done by the Bath Iron Works in the mid
1960’s. The analysis was done in great detail, and after
thorough review was accepted by both owners and govern-
ment audit teams. The study was made for the relatively
small ships (C-5 size commercial ships and Navy destroyers)
built at Bath during that period. The accepted value
was $3,000 per ship per day. For the larger commercial
ships built in new or modernized shipyard facilities
(with their increased depreciation and taxes on these
facilities) and a building period in the 1970's, $5,000
per ship per calendar day is a reasonable minimum tie-
up cost.
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cost

1st
1st
2nd
3rd

Using $5,000 per day, the tie-up and on-going fixed
savings were found to be as follows:

Applying the estimated savings of 5 months
for the first ship in a series using the
26,000 SHP steam plant

5 months x 30 days x $5,000/day = $750,000

These, when added to the labor cost savings
from utilization of standards, result in the
following gross savings for the first ship:.

$750,000 + $260,000 = $1,010,000

or 15% of the total acquisition* cost of the
propulsion plant for the first ship. 

When the 2 months of savings for the second
ship are added, it raises the savings to
$1,31O,OOO per series, which is about 4.8%
of the total design, installation, and acquis-
ition cost of the propulsion plants for 4
ships. This is summarized in the following
table:

ship schedule savings 5 mos. $750,000
ship labor savings 260,000
ship schedule savings 2 mos. 300,000
& 4th ship -o-

Total Savings 4 ships $ 1,310,000
Total Cost 4 ship Propulsion Plants 27,000,000

Savings (% of total cost) 4.8%

It should be remembered that the 4.8% is a
minimum number based on company savings
limited to directly related shipyard costs,
as a percentage of an estimate of total
costs including all labor costs burdened
with full overhead plus the full purchase
price of the plant equipment.

* Acquisition costs are based on a paper by Jose Femenia
titled, “Economic Comparison of Various Marine Power
Plants”, presented at the SNAME annual meeting in New
York on 11/15-17, 1973.
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If in lieu of looking at the estimated savings in
relation to the total design, installation, and
acquisition cost for a steam plant, one examines the
savings in relation to the shipyard’s propulsion plant
costs, exclusive of the purchase price of the compon-
ents, the advantages of standards become more dramatic.
Taking the shipyard design and installation costs for
the 26,000 SHP steam plant at about $1,900,000* the
labor savings would be about 14%. When the value of
the schedule savings (which apply to the total ship)
are added, the savings work out to about 55% of the
yard propulsion plant installation costs for the first
ship.

Integrated Savings for Additional Ships

Total savings on the class of 4 ships would be
about 20% of the shipyard design and installation costs
for the class.

Integrated Savings for Other Ships

The overall percentage savings for other steam
plants were assumed to be the same as for the 26,000
SHP plant. For diesel plants, the estimated value of
the labor savings developed in the study was approximate-
ly the same as for the steam plant. The estimated
schedule savings from application of Group I and Group
IV Procurement Standards for the first ship were about
4 months versus the 5 estimated for the steam plant. 

2.3.4 Projected Industry-Wide Savings

The total savings for the decade were calculated
using 4.8% (the average savings for a series of 4 ships)
of the acquisition and installation costs of the power
plants projected to be installed over the decade. With
total acquisition costs estimated to be about $2 billion,
these savings were calculated to be approximately
$96,000,000 for the decade.

* Shipyard design and installation costs for a 26,000 SHP
steam plant were taken from the results of the separate
study performed by Ingalls Shipbuilding Division for this
task.
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III. PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

This section summarizes the principal findings and
conclusions of the study. Its contents are as follows:

The overall results of the shipbuilding and
propulsion plant forecast.

A qualitative evaluation of the applicability
of standards.

The potential economic benefits of selective 
application of standards.

3.1 THE SHIPBUILDING FORECAST INDICATED THAT U.S.
SHIPYARDS BUILD ABOUT 350 SHIPS REQUIRING ABOUT
370 PROPULSION PLANTS

The objective of the forecast was to indicate the
numbers of the various types and sizes of power plants which
would be required for the next decade. While any forecast
is subject to a variety of unpredictable economic and
political factors, the forecast as developed in this study
provides a valid basis for selecting candidate propulsion
plants standards and evaluating their technical feasibility
and economic benefits.

The forecast indicated a U. S. shipbuilding level of
about 35 ships (10,000 deadweight tons and over) per year
would be maintained for the next ten years. These ships
would require the following propulsion plants:

Type Number Projected

Steam 185

Gas Turbine 110*

Diesel 75*
370

Note: Some ships are forecast as twin screw, thus requiring
twin propulsion plants.

*Forecast as of June 1974. Recent power plant analysis done
by BIW and Ingalls Shipbuilding indicates diesel will pre-
dominate over gas turbine for commercial ships during the
first half of the next ten-year period.
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An estimate was made of the probable numbers of the
various types of steam plants as follows:

Type Number Projected

Steam Plants with 2 Boilers 90
and 2 Heater Cycles

Steam Plants with 2 Boilers 80
and 4 Heater Cycles

Other Steam Plants

The present high cost of bunker fuel and the resultant
demand for more efficient cycles may eventually prove that
the number of single boiler plants, reheat cycles, and com-
bined cycles may have been underestimated.

The gas turbine prime movers installed on ships in the
future will probably be the heavy-duty industrial type rather
than aircraft derivatives. This type permits the utilization
of lower cost bunker fuel and lower maintenance costs.

Diesel plants are likely to be composed of multiple
units of medium-speed engines until a U. S. company obtains
a license to build a foreign slow-speed diesel design.

In view of the continuing U. S. shipowner preference
for steam and the resulting large number of steam units fore-
cast, it was concluded that the principal emphasis of this
study should be placed on selecting and evaluating the
standards for steam propulsion plants.

3.2 A QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE APPLICABILITY OF
STANDARDS

The results of the qualitative evaluation of the various
types of standards are summarized as follows:

3.2.1 Total Propulsion Plant Standards (Group I)

These are basic standards required for
structuring the total propulsion-plant
system.

The principal
design effort

benefits are in reduced
and shorter design and
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construction schedules.

The design hours saved are generally those of
the experienced engineers. This, coupled with
the increased utilization of less skilled
technical personnel to prepare the design,
would help alleviate the critical shortage of
engineers.

Use of this standard in the contract design
should minimize the errors which now tend to
be introduced by preliminary and incomplete
vendor packages; thus, allowing the detail
design to proceed more smoothly.

This is a difficult standard to write as it
must be flexible enough to cover a number of
ship designs and yet specific enough to provide
technical information required for designing
the propulsion plant.

3.2.2 Equipment/System Module Standards (Group II)

The use of locally designed modules for
propulsion plant sub-systems has received wide
applicability in U. S. shipyards today.

The large variation in ship size, machinery
arrangement, and type of requirements for
individual modules would minimize the advantages
of module standards.

The resultant market for modules constructed to
standards may be too small to attract module
manufacturers.

3.2.3 Equipment Envelope Standards (Group III)

Use of Equipment Envelope Standards would allow
interchangeability of equipment from different
manufacturers.

Their application would permit a shipyard to
proceed with the design prior to selection of
a manufacturer as the equipment base and all
interface points would be identical for the
various manufacturers.
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Equipment Envelope Standards would permit
preparation for the installation and connection
of the equipment prior to its delivery.

The required envelope might require extra space
in the engine room. This could be especially
critical for equipment having a requirement for
tube removal.

Some savings in design would be eliminated if
pipe stress requirements change due to various
locations of connecting pipes within the
envelope.

The response of the manufacturers of equipment
was positive to the envelopes. They felt that
they could cooperate with the shipyards without
detriment to their own interests.

3.2.4 Individual Equipment/Component Standard
(Group IV)

Data Standards

The benefit of Data Standards is in having
certified vendor information available when the
vendor is selected.

All shipyard representatives were in favor of
applying Data Standards.

Data Standards can eliminate communications
gaps and delays caused by waiting for certified
vendor plans.

These standards can increase design efficiency
appreciably as the iteration cycle resulting
from updating of vendor information during
design would be eliminated.

Procurement Standards

The Procurement Standard includes the informa-
tion from the Data Standard and the legal terms
and conditions for procurement.

The industry is generally in favor of the
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Procurement Standards (as with the case of the
Data Standards), with the exception of those
shipyards which require adherence to their own
specific terms and conditions.

Procurement Standards can be effective in
reducing the cost and time for procurement of
equipment as the majority of the terms would
be pre-established. Procurement Standards can
reduce negotiations, but will not eliminate
them.

Hardware Standards

Hardware Standards would provide appreciable
savings in engineering, procurement, and
production.

These standards would permit reduction in
owner’s inventory of spare parts.

Hardward Standards may eventually evolve out
of the general use of Data/Procurement Standards
for certain equipment for which the shipbuilding
market is large.

Manufacturers are generally opposed to these
standards, claiming that they would be incompatible
with their existing industrial product line con-
sidering that the U. S. marine market is a small
fraction of their total business.

General

The Data Standard (developed with the Procure-
ment Standard) could first present the desired
standardized characteristics, operating
conditions, materials, dimensions, and other
special features of the class of component.
This is the specification towards which it is
desired the standardization would proceed as
new designs are developed or old designs modi-
fied. Interchangeability would be the ultimate
end product. Section 2 of this standard would
then present the data bank of available compon-
ents on the market including in the proper for-
mat all of the pertinent features of each
described unit in a manner parallel to the
desired standard. Such a Data Standard would
form a solid base for developing Hardware
Standards.
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The potential economic benefits of the selective
application of Propulsion plant Standards can be realized at
various stages of design, procurement, and installation of
equipment. The benefits result primarily from reduced man-
hours and shorter construction schedule times. These
savings were documented in Chapter II. Some adjustments
to the economic advantages presented may be required to
account for the cost of developing and implementing the
standards when the plans are formulated for the standards
development.

The conservative approach taken throughout the economic
analysis provides increased confidence that the implementa-
tion of Group I, Total Propulsion Plant Standards in com-
bination with Group IV, Data/Procurement Standards, can 
significantly reduce the installed costs of propulsion plants
and improve ship producibility in the U.S. A further conser-
vative aspect of the analysis was the approach to estimating
dollar savings of the reduced construction period. Various
shipyards and owners might estimate the benefits differently,
but all would conclude that earlier delivery offers signifi-
cant financial benefits under normal conditions. A shipyard
could distribute their fixed overhead to a greater number of
ships produced per year and increase their profit or reduce
the price of ships proportionately. Again, if the contract
period can be shortened, a shipyard would have less concern
over rising costs due to inflation. A shipowner could put 
the new ship into service sooner and begin to earn revenue.
earlier. There is yet another benefit to the owner due to a
shorter delivery time. He doesn’t have to be concerned as
much about possible changes in the economic environment from
those which provided the justification for his ordering the
ship.

Another valuable benefit due to standards that must be
stressed is in the reduced engineering man-hours, most of
which would be saved by senior engineers and designers. Thus 
selective application of standards would certainly result in
reduced design cost and would help to provide some relief in
the critical shortage of engineers and designers, particularly
in the area of machinery.

In assessing the economic benefits of standards, it
should be appreciated that development and implementation will
take time, and therefore, several ears may have elapsed before
the potential benefits are realized.
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Some of the U. S. shipyards have developed or intended
to develop their own ship designs. Also, some of the yards
have developed close working relationships with certain
manufacturers of equipment. In effect, this has provided
these yards with a form of data and procurement standards.
Consequently, these yards may have less to gain from the
proposed industry-wide standards.

The dollar and schedule savings estimated in this study
stem primarily from those ships which are either one of a
kind, or first of a class.

The labor savings that result from the combined Group
I, Total Plant Standards and Group IV, Procurement Standards,
to a 26,000 SHP steam plant were estimated to be worth about

 $250,000 on the lead ship. The labor savings by themselves
are about 4% of the total acquisition costs or about 14% of
the shipyard design and installation costs.

This combination of standards should permit a reduction
of at least 5 months in the schedule for the first ship in a
series (26,000 SHP steam plant) and about 2 months in the
second ship of a class. An analysis of the time dependent
costs associated with small to medium size ships built at
Bath Iron Works over the last twelve years has identified
$5,000 to $10,000 of fixed overhead and service costs per
ship for each calendar day the ship is in the shipyard.
Taking savings at $5,000 per ship per calendar day, the
schedule savings are about $750,000. Thus, the total savings
for the first ship in a series are about $1 million. This is
15% of the total acquisition cost of the propulsion plant.

Considering the potential savings of 2 months in the

total acquisition and installation of the propulsion plants
for a series of 4 ships.

If in lieu of looking at the estimated savings in
relation to the total design, installation, and acquisition
cost for a steam plant, one examines the savings in relation
to the shipyard’s propulsion plant costs, exclusive of the
purchase price of the components,
become more dramatic. Taking the
installation costs for the 26,000
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$1,900,000, the labor savings would be about 14%. When the
value of the schedule savings (which apply to the total ship)
are added, the savings work out to about 55% of the yard
propulsion plant design and installation costs for the first
ship.

Potential maximum total savings for the decade were
estimated by taking 4.8% of the total acquisition and instal-
lation costs of the plants projected for the decade (about
$2 billion 1974 dollars). If propulsion plant standards were
developed and used for the entire 10 year program, total
savings from the combined application of Group I, Total Plant
Standards and Group IV, Procurement Plant Standards would be
about $96,000,000. The 96 million 1974 dollars of potential
savings for the U. S. shipbuilding industry during a decade
could not be totally realized as it assumes that the savings
would be applicable to all commercial ships built in all U.S.
shipyards. As some U. S. shipyards already have their own
company standard designs, processes and procedures, these
savings would not be fully applicable to all of the yards.
It also takes time to develop and implement standards.
However, given an active national standards program with
four to six shipyards participating, total savings of over
$30 million should be realized.
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IV. CUNCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 CONCLUSIONS

Development and implementation of propulsion plant
standards is both feasible and desirable. Early emphasis
should be on Total Plant Standards and Procurement Standards.

The savings that can be realized from the application
of these standards to a 26,000 SHP steam plant include:

Labor savings of about $250,000 on the first
ship in a series.

Schedule savings of 5 months in the lead ship
which would contribute additional savings on
the first ship of $750,000.

Schedule savings of 2 months on the second
ship in a class, saving about $300,000,
raising savings on a class to $1,300,000.

Total savings on a class of 4 ships would be
4.8% of the propulsion plant acquisition and
installation costs.

Total savings on the class of 4 ships would
be about 20% of the shipyard design and
installation costs for the class.

For any one individual shipyard, these savings could be
modified depending upon to what degree they have already
standardized their designs and technical and procurement
procedures.

Application of Total Plant Standards and Procurement
Standards to the propulsion plants projected for the decade
would save nearly $100 million on plants which will have an
installed value approaching $2 billion.

4.2 RECOMMENDED NEAR-TERM ACTIONS

Adoption of standards and realization of their potential
savings can only be achieved when the shipyard managers are
convinced that the potential results indicated in this report
are achievable in their yards. Only then will they be likely
to apply the amount of top management attention that will be
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needed to overcome the early resistance of some owners,
suppliers, or shipyard executives.

It is recommended that a pilot program be initiated for
developing one Total Propulsion Plant Standard and one or
more Procurement Standard with associated Data Standards
for each equipment supplier's component. These standards
should be applied to a new shipbuilding program in one or
more U. S. shipyards to measure the ability of standards to
reduce propulsion plant engineering and installation costs.
The specific plant and components for each standard would be
selected by the Propulsion Plant Standards Advisory Council
or some other industry committee such as the SNAME Ship’s-

Machinery Committee. The shipyard managers and other key
maritime executives should be fully briefed on the results
of this pilot program and the potential benefits of selective
use of standards. If the pilot program confirms the projected
benefits and feasibility, the program for implementation of
standards should be continued to cover all Group I, Total
Propulsion Plant Standards and all Group IV, Component
Procurement Standards.

Both the shipyard managers and the Maritime Administra-
tion should give their continued support to the program
because of its high potential pay-off to shipbuilders, ship-
owners, and the supplier industry.
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FORMAT FOR

GROUP-1 TOTAL PLANT STANDARD

STEAM TURBINE PROPULSION PLANT





1. Title

Use: American Marine Standard Specifications for a Marine Steam

Turbine Propulsion Plant.

2. Abstract

This standard is a

the technical informat

top-level reference document which contains

on necessary to define and describe a SHP

to SHP marine steam turbine propulsion plant with stages of

feedwater heating. It is intended for use in developing the design of

shipboard steam propulsion plants; and the basic minimum requirements

set

 3.

for

forth in the standard are to be

Foreword

(This foreword is not a part of

complied with.

the American Marine Standard

Specifications for a Marine Steam Turbine Plant.)

This American Marine Standard specifies the basic minimum requirements

marine steam turbine propulsion plants. The standard itself is a 

culmination of the National Shipbuilding Research Program and specifically

of the Ship Producibility Program efforts. The objective of the standard

is to reduce shipbuilding design costs by providing standard requirements

which can be effectively used by the designer and the shipbuilder, or

both. it contains all the information at the systems level from which

specific detail designs can be developed to suit various types and sizes

of ships. A complete heat balance diagram is included which can be used

with little or no modification, depending on the size and type of ship.

Equipment and components comprising the plant are listed and specified

as to their basic performance and operational parameters. Lower level

standards such as individual equipment or systems standards which are to

be utilized in the total plant are referenced in the text.



The standard was developed under the Jurisdiction of

Suggestions for improvement of this standard will be welcome. They

should be sent to the

had the following members at the time it

processed and approved this standard:

4. Text

American Marine Standard Specifications for a Marine Steam Turbine

Propulsion Plant.

1. Scope

This standard lists the basic requirements and provides systems

diagrams and major equipment listings for marine steam turbine propulsion

plants of SHP to SHP range. Its use is recommended for the

development of a detail design for the plant; and it is foreseen that



1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Automation

Auxiliary Exhaust

Auxilary Load

Auxiliary Steam

Ballast Pumping

Bilge Pumping

Boiler Fuel Rate

Cargo Heating

Cargo Pumping

Condensate

Desuperheated Steam

Distilling Plant

Euthalpy

Equipment/Component Standards

Feed Water

Flow

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Galley 

Hotel Load

Hull Pumping

Line Bearing

Low Pressure Bleed Steam

Machinery Space

Machinery Support Load

Main Steam

Maximum Continuous Service

Module Standards

Non-extraction Steam Rate

Operational Mission

Port Condition

Superheated Steam

Thrust Bearing

Turbine Steam Rate

3. Description of Propulsion Plant

This standard covers a geared steam turbine propulsion pIant

installation to be used in driving ship’s propeller(s) through the

water.

3.1 Block Diagrams for Plant-and Systems

The total plant shall conform in general to the cycle loop

and block diagrams shown below:











4. Heat Balance for the Plant Cycle

Heat balance calculations were performed using the standardized

parameters and basic minimum requirements specified in 3.2 and 3.3, for 

the following three service conditions:

Maximum Continuous Service Condition

Port Condition

Operational Mission Condition

Note - Figure 1 is a sample heat balance diagram. The standard

in performing the hat balance calculations, the data shown below

were utilized as basic requirements in accordance with reference [1]1

4.1.1 Steam conditions at Superheater Outlet

Pressure lbs/in 2 g (Kg/cm2g)

Temperature °F (°C)

Enthalpy BTU/lb (Kcal/Kg)

Flow Quantity lbs/hr (Kg/hr)

(See heat balance diagrams for steam conditions at

other

4.1.2

locations.)

Feed Water Conditions at Inlet to Boiler:

Pressure: lbs/in2g (Kg/cm2g)

Temperature: _°F (_°C)

Enthalpy: BTU/lb (._K cal/Kg)

Flow Quantity: lbs/hr (_Kg/hr)

(See heat balance diagrams for feed water conditions at 

other points in the cycle.)

Numbers in brackets refer to listing of references in Section 7.









Feed Systems

Br ie f  descr ip t ion  o f  the  feed  sys tem.

Separa te  d iagram fo r  the  feed  wate r  p ip ing  sha l l  be

deve loped  and  inc luded  here  in  the  s tandard .  For

guidance, see Figure 5.

Drain Col lect ing Systems

Br ie f  desc r ip t ion  o f  sys tem sha l l  be  inc luded .

Separate diagram shal l  be included. F o r  g u i d a n c e ,  

see Figure 5.

Aux i l i a ry  Sys tems

These  sys tems cover  a l l  aux i l i a ry  equ ipment  and  ins ta l la t ions







6. Available Standards for Equipment and Components

T h e  t o t a l  p l a n t  s t a n d a r d ,  a t  t h e  t i m e  o f  i t s  w r i t i n g ,  c a n  u t i l i z e ,

i f  f ound  necessary  and  appropr ia te  by  the  p repar ing  ac t i v i t y ,  any

lower - leve l  equ ipment , component or systems standards which may

have been prepared,  approved  and  pub l i shed . Tab le  4  i s  Inc luded

in  th i s  d ra f t  p roposa l  fo r  use  as  a  gu ide  in  p repar ing  the

s tandard .

o Society of  NavaI Archi tects and Marine Engineers,

"Technical  and Research Bul let in No. 3-11, Heat Balance

P r a c t i c e s ll 1 9 7 3?





































FORMAT FOR

GROUP IV DATA STANDARD

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
FOR SALT WATER SERVICE

SAMPLE





HMD BOOK II - SAMPLE

2.4.4 Stuffing Box BushinG
A renewable stuffing box bushing
is provided which ensures freedom
from packing trouble.

2.4.5 Shaft Sleeve Renew-
able shaft sleeves are provided
which extend through the stuff-
ing box. They are securely
keyed and held in place with
shaft nuts Incorporating nylon
inserts for locking purposes.

2.4.6 Shaft The-shaft is 
of heat-treated steel, ground to
accurate dimensions and polished
to a smooth surface. The shaft
sleeves protect the shaft at the
stuffing boxes. The sleeves are
secured in lateral position by
external shaft nuts. The impel-
ler keys are extended into the
hub of the shaft sleeve to pre-
vent slippage between the shaft
and the sleeves. Sealing to
protect against leakage under the
shaft sleeve is accomplished by
the use of “O” ring type seals,
located between the sleeve and
the shaft. It is adequately
sized and designed to minimize
deflection. The maximum runout
of the shaft, at the stuffing
box face, will not exceed .002”.

2.4.7 Bearings The bear-
ings are single row, deep-groove
type ball bearings. They are
designed and sized for at least
100,000 hours minimum rated
bearing life. Each bearing is
capable of carrying both line
and thrust type loads. They
are securely held to the shaft
by an easily installed snap ring.
Special flinger, shaft sealing
O-ring and labyrinth all protect
lower bearing from water seepage.

2.4.8 Bearing Brackets The
bearing brackets are separate
from the pump casing and are
accurately machined and doweled
to the casing. Perfect align-
ment between the housing and
casing results in accurato
alignment between rotor and
casing. Removal of dowels per-
mits rumoval of complete rotor
assembly without disturbing
piping, base, or motor.

2.4.9 Packing-Mechanical
Seals As a standard, stuffing
boxes will be packed with the
best quality graphited asbestos
packing. Die-moulded packing
is supplied, as a standard,
ensuring both a perfect seal and
an easy installation. Mechanical
seals are available, if desired,
and are easily interchangeable
with packing.

2.4.10 Cotplings A stand-
ard type flexible coupling to
meet the specifications will be 
furnished by the pump manufact-
urer.

2.5 DIMENSIONS The dimensions
shown in Figure 2 and Tables 1
and 2 pertain to the LRV pump.

2.6 MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
Materials for an LRV pump are
shown in Table 3.

2.7 OPERATING DATA Typical
operating data for the LRV.pump
series is shown in Tables 4 and
5 with operating limitations as
shown below.

2.7.1 Suction Ratings
Flooded suction is required for
proper operation of the LRV pump
series. The required NPSH can be
obtained from the rating curve
shown in Table 5. The maximum
suction pressure for the LRV pump
series is 150 psi.

2.7.2 Temperature Ratings 
Temperature ratings for standard
mechanical seals is 212°F. Tem-
perature ratings for standard 
packed stuffing box is 250°F.
Note: Seals and packing are
available for higher temperatures.

3. APPLICABLE STANDARDS

All applicable standards will be
suitably referenced.

4. APPROVALS

Approvals as required by the
standards will be obtained from
the proper regulatory bodies
(ABS. USCG, U.S. Public Health,
etc.).

2
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